How to use the KSS New Cave Reporter
The New cave reporter app is a great way to record new caves and forward them to KSS directly. You
can document almost everything we need to know about the cave so that we can create a new record
for it!
We use an app from Esri – the makers of ArcGIS. It allows us to design a ‘plug-in’ to an existing app that
is available on all phone systems – this way we do not have to write an app for each system, and allow
us to get the data directly from you
Step 1 – Download the Base App
We are using Survey 123 as the base app to run the data collection survey. The first step is to download
this base app
A) Go to the app store for your device. This could be Apple, or Google play,.
B) Search using the word ‘Esri’
C) Several apps will pop up. You want the one called Survey 123 for ArcGIS

D) Install this app

Step 2 - Download the Survey
Although you have downloaded the app, we still need to download the actual survey we developed for
the app to run.
A) I will send you an email that will look something like this:

B) Click on the link and a screen will pop-up

You have a choice of opening the survey in a Browser window, or in the Survey 123 window. I
recommend opening in the App, so push the button that says ‘ Open in the Survey 123 field app’

It will ask you to confirm, so push ‘Open’

C) The App will open and the survey will start downloading:

D) When it is complete you should see a survey called KSS New Cave Reporter shown as a icon

Congratulations, the survey is now on your phone!

Step 3 –Using the Survey to input a new cave Location
Now that everything is installed and ready to go, lets input a new cave!
A) Start the survey. Push the Icon for the KSS New Cave Reporter and the entry screen will open:

B) Push the Collect Icon at the bottom of this screen to start collecting data. The Survey should
load and open to the first series of questions:

You are now ready to start inputting data!

Step 4 – The Survey Questions
The survey questions are straight forward for the most part, but lets look at them in detail:

Cave Name:
What are you calling this cave?
Alternate Name
Sometimes caves are known by
several names. You can enter them
here if you know them. The default
is none
Feature Type
Enter what type of feature this is. A
cave has to be longer or deeper then
10 meters. If less, you can enter it as
a shelter. You can pick a spring, or a
different feature as well. One choice
must be chosen
County
Enter this if you know. If you don’t,
leave it blank and we will assign it
later
Quad
Enter the topo quad name if you
know it. If not leave it blank and we
will assign it later

Location Data
This gives you a choice of using the
GPS on board you phone, or entering
data from a remote GPS unit. Entering
from the phone is convienient, but in
many locations the Service is not good
enough for a exact location. You can
choose based upon the error you see

Location
If you Push the Phone button, this
location screen will come up
Press this Box to capture your location

It is quite likely this screen will come up next. If so push the Blue
Locator button (Circled in red) to access your location

The next screen should come up on a topo with your location
pinpointed.
It will have the location below with an error estimate. If the
error estimate is low and the location correct, push the blue
check at the bottom of the screen to enter this as your location

Done Correctly and you should go back to the survey, with your
location shown like this

Location Data Continued
If you cannot get good enough location data,
or have a remote GPS, you can push the
Remote unit button, and blanks for Decimal
Lat and Decimal Long will appear.
Fill these in with the data from your external
GPS

Verbal Directions to Cave
Give a brief description of how you got to
the cave. This could help for difficult to find
caves
Entrance Description
Give a brief description of the entrance

Entrance Type and dimensions
You can choose the type of entrance and then
fill out the proper dimension for that type of
entrance. A Pit will have width (diameter) and
Depth. A horizontal will have Width and
Height

Entrance Elevation
Enter this in Feet, if you know it

Entrance Quantity
Enter how many entrances the cave has. If it
has more then one, the survey will ask you
which entrance this record is
Entrance Hydrology
Use the pull down list to describe what is the
hydrology of the cave
Rock Layer
Enter the geologic strata if you know it
Indication in the field
Use this pull down list to detail what the
appearance of the cave is in the field
Indication on a quad map
Is there any indicators of the entrance on the
map? If so use the pull down to detail this
Take a picture
Hit the picture Icon, to take a picture of the
cave entrance. You can take more then one, or
use a picture from your camera roll

Cave Length
DO you know how long the cave is, or can
you estimate what you saw?
Cave Depth
Same as above – can you give an estimate
of the depth
Map info
Do you know if the cave is mapped? If so,
by whom?
Owner Data
Is the entrance on private or public? You
will be prompted to put in the District if
public, and the owner if private
Reporter
Most important! Who are you?

Reported on
This defaults to the current day, but can be
changed

Step 5 – Completing and Submitting
A) When you are all done, you can push the Blue check at the bottom of the form:

If you did everything right you should get this screen:

You can send later (if you are out of service), send now, or go back and keep editing the survey
B) If you hit the X at the top of the screen

You will see:

This will allow you to delete the current survey, go back to finish, or put into drafts to continue
later

C) Depending on which you picked, when you go back to the main screen you see a tally of work
you have:

From here, you can submit ones that were delayed due to service, go back and complete drafts,
or start a new survey.
You will not be able to see reports that were successfully sent!
Good luck and Happy reporting!
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